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Introduction

The original goal of this project was to build a computational model to simulate the effect of outcome-induced
emotional states, such as frustration and excitement, on decision-making.

My theory was that people would regress to their favorite choice as they became more frustrated. The
underlying assumptions are that people have a favorite choice and that given a generic RPS gameplay scenario
they will choose their favorite choice as their initial choice.

Sadly, I was forced to pare back the scope and begin with a more modest but ultimately more fundamental
question: Is the distribution of RPS first-choices uniformly distributed across the 3 choices?

Survey Design

Survey: https://45789.typeform.com/to/fhCfMk

• Introductory statement to induce strategic thinking

• Randomized ordering of choice buttons

• Short answer question with unstructured text data which was split into both categorical and quantitative
data.

• Age of respondent

## [1] "Note that the text data has been converted to quantitative data via Count and Bracket."

## choice text wordCount wordBracket age
## 1 Rock Because paper is weak and I im 19 16-20 20
## 2 Rock I feel that most people either 24 21-25 30
## 3 Scissors I always choose scissors first 21 21-25 26
## 4 Rock gut reaction 2 2 30
## 5 Rock I like rock. It's solid. Despi 12 11-15 31
## 6 Scissors Irrational personal preference 3 3 29

I attempted to avoid “survey fatigue” by limiting the length to 3 questions. A key aspect of my recruitment
strategy was its tiny size. Information on gender, location and education level would have been a luxurious
addition to the data set, but the risk of losing respondents in a slog of personal questions outweighed the
potential benefit of a more robust data set.

Choice Frequency Distribution

The barchart below compares the observed counts from the choice question on the survey. Paper appears to
have generally been out of favor with the respondents, but it remains to be seen whether a sample distribution
of this shape could reasonably occur by chance under the random variation of a uniform distribution.
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Choice Distribution, n = 179

Sample Counts and Proportions

Paper: Count = 48; Proportion = 0.2682

Rock: Count = 61; Proportion = 0.3408

Scissors: Count = 70; Proportion = 0.3911

Chi-squared Goodness of Fit Test

To test whether a sample distribution of this shape was unusual, I used the Chi-sqared Goodness of Fit
Test. In the case of Rock, Paper, Scissors, the theoretical distribution against which we are comparing the
experimental data is a uniform distribution across 3 categorical variables.

##
## Chi-squared test for given probabilities
##
## data: RPS_counts
## X-squared = 4.1, df = 2, p-value = 0.1

The Xˆ2 GoF Test results in a p-value of .10 which is not unusual by our MATH 2328 textbook standards,
but I think that p = 0.10 is unusual enough to warrant further investigation.

18-24 Year Old Internet User Bias (aka reddit bias)

Before we go any further it should be noted that the age distribution is significantly biased toward individuals
in their mid-20s, as the following graph and summary show.
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## $`Age Summary`
## Min. 1st Qu. Median Mean 3rd Qu. Max. NA's
## 4.0 20.0 23.5 24.4 28.0 58.0 1

This particular distribution is most likely the result of creating a public link to the survey on http://reddit.
com/r/samplesize (where the overwhelming majority of users fall into said 18-24 year old demographic).

Text Mining

In order to transform the text data into a usable format I created a quantitative vector for word counts and
used the text to create subgroups based on the presence of particular words.
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The table below shows choice proportions grouped by the word count bracket.

## Source: local data frame [11 x 5]
##
## wordBracket p.paper p.rock p.scissors rspndntCnt
## (fctr) (dbl) (dbl) (dbl) (int)
## 1 0 0.22 0.33 0.44 9
## 2 1 0.24 0.33 0.43 21
## 3 2 0.21 0.47 0.32 19
## 4 3 0.18 0.35 0.47 17
## 5 4 0.11 0.33 0.56 18
## 6 5 0.32 0.37 0.32 19
## 7 6-10 0.34 0.28 0.38 32
## 8 11-15 0.44 0.28 0.28 18
## 9 16-20 0.10 0.40 0.50 10
## 10 21-25 0.25 0.38 0.38 8
## 11 26+ 0.50 0.25 0.25 8

The next table shows choice proportions grouped by the occurrence of certain words.

## Source: local data frame [4 x 5]
##
## grep p.paper p.rock p.scissors rspndntCnt
## (chr) (dbl) (dbl) (dbl) (int)
## 1 random 0.35 0.18 0.47 17
## 2 rock 0.49 0.29 0.22 45
## 3 paper 0.23 0.30 0.47 30
## 4 scissors 0.20 0.40 0.40 30

Conclusions

Based on this data, it is reasonable to conclude that nobody likes paper. Just kidding. Even though the
likelihood of the sample distribution occurring was p = .10 (under the assumption of a uniform distribution),
the fact that the data was collected from such biased sources makes any real conclusions shaky at best.

So, it’s actually reasonable to conclude that more data, and better data is needed.

Bonus Code: Strategy Simulations vs AI

I spent a lot of time trying to make a computer algorithm that could perform better a random RPS choice
generator so I’ve included the source code here.

How it works: The computer creates a probability distribution based on the player’s entire choice history
(updating the distribution with every subsequent round) and makes choices based on the shape of that
cumulative distribution.

rockPaperScissors <- function (nRounds = 10, nChoices = 3)
{

choices <- 1:nChoices
learningVector <- rep(NA, nRounds)
outcomes <- rep(NA, nRounds)
AIstrategy <- rep((1/nChoices), nChoices)
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total <- NA

for (k in 1:nRounds) {
# Replace playerChoice with a strategy vector for simulations
playerChoice <- as.numeric(readline(prompt = "Choose an integer from 1 to 3: "))
learningVector[k] <- playerChoice
playerHistory <- rep(0, nChoices)

if (k == 1) {
# Simulate Round 1 (AI strategy has uniform probs for Round 1)
for (i in 1:nChoices) {

total <- length(na.omit(learningVector))
choiceFreq <- length(which(learningVector == i))
playerHistory[i] <- choiceFreq / total

}
}
else {

# Calculate playerHistory & AIstrategy via counts from learningVector
for (i in 1:nChoices) {

total <- length(na.omit(learningVector))
choiceFreq <- length(which(learningVector == i))
playerHistory[i] <- choiceFreq / total
if (i + 1 <= nChoices)

AIstrategy[i+1] <- playerHistory[i]
else

AIstrategy[1] <- playerHistory[i]
}

}

AIchoice <- sample(choices, size = 1, prob = AIstrategy)

# The match-up
print(paste0(playerChoice, " vs. ", AIchoice))

# Outcomes: Player vs AI
outcomes[k] <- playerChoice - AIchoice
if (outcomes[k] == -2 | outcomes[k] == 1) {

outcomes[k] <- "win"
} else if (outcomes[k] == 0) {

outcomes[k] <- "tie"
} else

outcomes[k] <- "lose"

# Print the outcome after each round (from player's perspective)
print(outcomes[k])

}
print("Final Score: ")
plot(factor(outcomes),

col = "darkblue",
main = "Player Outcomes")

return(table(outcomes))
}
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So what’s next?

Experiment with markov chains for language modeling. Also, continue working on a sensitive AI which has
the ability to modify its behavior based on simulated emotional states.

Happy winter break to everyone!
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